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1. Assignment complexity more demanding assignment
 The complexity of this assignment is higher and corresponds more to an assignment of a light MSc. thesis.
2. Completeness of assignment requirements assignment fulfilled
 All points from the assignment were fulfilled.
3. Length of technical report in usual extent
 The length of technical report is in a usual extent.
4. Presentation level of technical report 80 p. (B)
 The technical report has a logical structure. All chapters have appropriate lengths and are understandable and

readable. Closer description of mathematical background using equations is missing. Furthermore more detailed
experimental evaluation would be expected.

5. Formal aspects of technical report 89 p. (B)
 Formal aspects of the presented technical report are very good, incl. the use of English in the whole report. This

is not typical for a BSc. project.
6. Literature usage 82 p. (B)
 The list of used literature sources is rather short. Some more up-to-date sources are missing. In text there could

be clearly seen which parts are the own work of the student and which were cited from some literature source.
7. Implementation results 91 p. (A)
 The implemented application works really extraordinary good. However more experiments would be expected,

i.e. the cases when the application does not work properly might be stated and discussed. The summarization of
realized experiments is not done properly.

8. Utilizability of results
 The results could be used in praxis. The department of video processing by the Czech Criminal Police is

interested in having such application for their purposes.
9. Questions for defence
 Did you test any video where the tracked object is on the background with very similar colour and/or

textural properties to the tracked object? If yes, what is the reliability of the object tracking? And how can
you enhance the reliability of object tracking in difficult situations?

10. Total assessment 83 p. very good (B)
 The assignment has a higher complexity, the application is working very good, however the technical report has

some lacks in mathematical background and literature sources. Furthermore more deeper experimental
evaluation would be expected. Therefore the overall evaluation is B (very good) with 83 points.
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